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The Crown Prosecution Service
The Court Manager (Portsmouth Crown Court)
Judge Timothy Mousley QC

UNLAWFUL PROSECUTION OF A LIVING MAN
We the People, represented by our CLC Commissioners John Smith (EN 1) and David
Laity (EN 37303), write to you regarding an ongoing crime being committed against
the people. We hereby issue this lawful notice and wish to clarify the following points:
1. We write to you, highlighting an unlawful trial which commenced 10th
November 2021 in Portsmouth Crown Court and the unlawful behaviour of the
concerned parties.
2. The individual appearing at this hearing, Tony Coles, is a living man, this
position has been confirmed with a lawful court deed as he has submitted his
declaration of birth with the Common Law Court (BC/18/246).
3. The fictitious name/legal entity (MR ANTHONY COLES) used in this action
is owned by Tony Coles, the living man. Confirmation of this ownership has been
obtained by way of a court deed and ownership certificate, issued by the
Common Law Court (FN/18/114), without his consent you are unable to
enforce statutory legislation against him.
4. The living man attended this hearing for clarification purposes only and he
challenged the authority and jurisdiction of the court. Judge Timothy Mousley
QC unlawfully refused this challenge and proceeded by claiming that he had
both authority and jurisdiction, this cannot be claimed by an individual and
would require a ruling from a superior court.

In proceeding without having established authority and jurisdiction Judge
Timothy Mousley QC has erred in law, has acted ultra vires, criminally and
unlawfully.
Judge Timothy Mousley QC is also guilty of binding the people into slavery
through criminal coercion.
5. Judge Timothy Mousley QC has confirmed that he is not mentally competent as
he failed to recognise a living man standing before him. As a result, he should
have recused himself.
If he is unable to recognise a living man standing before him, he does not have
the mental capacity to adjudicate in this matter.
6. As Judge Timothy Mousley QC proceeded unlawfully, Tony Coles stated that he
required an adjournment as he required a ruling on a point of law, this was also
refused, confirming once again crimes committed against the people.
The requirement for a ruling on a point of law should have been heard
immediately as it would have had a direct bearing on the matter in hand.
7. Judge Timithy Mousley QC in unlawfully proceeding with the case also failed
to establish the claimant in this case, Tony Coles had confirmed that the
claimant was not present and accordingly the case should have been dismissed.
Judge Timithy Mousley QC stated that he was satisfied and then proceeded,
once again confirming a crime against the people. If there is no claimant present,
there can be no action.
NO CLAIMANT, NO CASE TO ANSWER
8. Given the unlawful behaviour of the CPS and Judge Timithy Mousley QC, Tony
Coles required an adjournment so as to obtain legal advice in relation to this
matter, this was refused.
Tony Coles also stated that it was not in the interests of justice to proceed with
the case, given the refusal of Judge Timithy Mousley QC to comply with his
requirements and the fact that it would prejudice his defence, having been
refused an adjournment to obtain legal advice.

9. In relation to this dispute, which concerned an unlawful eviction, the bailiff
involved (Mark King) had acted criminally while being assisted by the police,
unknowingly.
This matter has also previously been dealt with by way of a Common Law Court
trial on the 21st September 2019 in Salford, England.
A jury of twelve reasonably minded men and women confirmed that the bailiff
(Mark King) was guilty of committing crimes against the people and that the
eviction of Tony Coles was unlawful. This information had been lodged in the
case file for the hearing, but both the CPS and Judge Timithy Mousley QC chose
to ignore a lawful court order and the authority of the people.
What authority do the CPS and Judge Timithy Mousley QC refer to that would
give them the right to ignore the authority of the people?
What authority do both the CPS and Judge Timithy Mousley QC refer to that
gives them the right to prosecute a living man?
As the standing of Tony Coles, a living man had been established by court deeds,
what authority do the CPS and Judge Timithy Mousley QC refer to that gives
them the right to fail to comply with a lawful court order?
10. As the CPS is a registered corporation (Company Reg. No. 4067691) it has no
authority to prosecute a living man, this position has been confirmed with the
Clearfield Doctrine.
As the CPS have continued to proceed with this matter, they are guilty of
criminal coercion.
11. The CPS and Judge Timithy Mousley QC in proceeding with this issue have
failed to comply with the Slavery Act 2015 and are guilty of binding the people
into slavery.
On behalf of the people, we require the immediate adjournment of this hearing until
each of the following have been addressed:
1. The people require a challenge hearing as both authority and jurisdiction must
be established.
2. We the people require a hearing to issue a ruling on a point of law.

3. We the people require a hearing to establish the position of the common law
court, the statutory courts and the people.
In conclusion, the CLC Commissioners John Smith and David Laity have forwarded
this notice on behalf of the people, and we require you to note the following, that
anyone disrupting, impeding, or resisting the actions of a CLC Constable will be
charged with criminal assault and obstruction of justice.
Any individual guilty of the above will also be held responsible for their actions and
will be summoned to a Common Law Court to answer for their crimes.

We the People
represented by CLC Commissioners
John Smith & David Laity
Subject solely to the Authority and
Jurisdiction of the Common Law Court

